Excursion set theory (EST) is an analytical framework to study the large-scale structure of the Universe. EST introduces a procedure to calculate the number density of structures by relating the cosmological linear perturbation theory to the nonlinear structures in late time. In this work, we introduce a novel approach to reformulate the EST in matrix formalism. We propose that the matrix representation of EST will facilitate the calculations in this framework. The method is to discretize the two-dimensional plane of variance and density contrast of EST, where the trajectories for each point in the Universe lived there. The probability of having a density contrast in a chosen variance is represented by a probability ket. Naturally, the concept of the transition matrix pops up to define the trajectories. We also define the probability transition rate which is used to obtain the first up-crossing of trajectories and the number count of the structures. In this work we show that the discretization let us study the non-Markov processes by forcing them to look like a Wiener process. Also we discuss that the zero drift processes with Gaussian and also non-Gaussian initial conditions can be studied by this formalism. The continuous limit of the formalism is discussed, and the known Fokker-Planck dispersion equation is recovered. Finally we show that the probability of the most massive progenitors can be extracted in this framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cosmological large scale structure (LSS) data will be the dominant source of information for future studies in cosmology. Cosmological deep questions can be addressed by LSS data, especially the questions which are related to dark universe [the physics of dark matter (DM) and dark energy (DE) [1] ]. The cosmic structures are formed via the growth of the primordial seeds of density contrast (gravitational potential perturbations) seen as temperature anisotropies in cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB) via gravitational instability [2] . The cosmological perturbation theory is the key framework to address the linear regime structure formation in the Universe [3] . The gravitational instability brings the linear regime to an end and we find patches of the Universe that become more and more dense which must be described by nonlinear physics. Galaxies, groups of galaxies and galaxy clusters are manifestations of the nonlinear structures. Besides the nonlinear baryonic structures that we see in electromagnetic wavelength, the LSS has a dark matter counterpart as well. The angular power spectrum of CMB temperature anisotropies and matter density power spectrum indicate that the DM is the backbone of structures in the Universe. There are observational evidences that the DM is distributed in halo shape structures which are the host of baryonic matter [4] . Now we should note that, the nonlinear gravitational physics of structure formation changes the arena and the questions. The interesting observable parameters become the statistic of structures (DM halos) like the probability distribution function (PDF) of halos in terms of their mass. These statistics are linked to the mass (luminosity) profile of galaxies. The distri-bution of dark matter tracers (like galaxies and 21 cm emission [5] ) has a major role in establishing the standard model of cosmology known as the ΛCDM model [6] .
In order to find the distribution of nonlinear structures, a long path is passed. Spherical collapse [7] and PressSchechter (PS) formalism [8] start the venue, where later this approach is developed in a stochastic framework known as excursion set theory (EST) (or extended PS formalism) [9] . The EST is based on a probabilistic approach to the structure formation. The evolution of density contrast with respect to the density contrast variance in different smoothing regions is studied. In this context, the trajectory of density contrast versus variance for different points of the Universe is obtained. The trajectories that pass a specified critical density contrast become qualified to be nonlinear structures (halos of DM) which must become the host of baryonic matter. In other words, DM halos are related to the regions where the trajectories crossed the barrier. There is an idea of reformulating the EST with the path integral approach by [10] which helps to investigate the extensions of the theory [11] [12] [13] .
In this work, we propose a new framework to study the EST approach of structure formation know as matrix formalism of excursion set theory (MF-EST). The idea that we develop in this work becomes from discretization of the trajectories, where we will be capable of defining probability kets and transition matrix for any desired trajectory. We obtained all the plausible results of standard EST for Markov processes. However we show that this can be done by the concepts of transition matrix and the probability transition rate. This will open up a new horizon to study the deviations from the standard case of EST via mathematics of matrices. The discretization lets us study the stochastic processes of barrier crossing in the Markov limit. Also we are capable to study non-Markov cases via the transition matrix. Also as a specific example we study a non-Gaussian example and we show how MF-EST can be used to obtain the statistics of the first up-crossing in this nonstandard case. This formalism is suitable for data analysis studies, which tends to study the N-body simulations. The finite number of probability states in matrix formalism EST is an advantage for this type of studies.
The structure of the work is as follows: In Sec. II we review the nonlinear structure formation in the context of PS formalism and the standard excursion set theory as the extension of PS. In Sec. III, we introduce the matrix formalism of excursion set theory and we discuss the theoretical basis of the framework. In Sec. IV, we will discuss the first up-crossing concept and we find the number density of structures in this framework for a Wiener process. In this section we also compare the results with dark-sky simulations, where we used the top-hat filter, which makes the process non-Markov. In Sec. V, we study the first up-crossing problem for a non-Gaussian initial condition as a specific example which deviates from the standard EST. In Sec. (VI) we discuss the continuous limit of matrix formalism and we will discuss the probability transition rate matrix and the derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation. In Sec. VII we express the physics of the main progenitors in halo merger history in matrix formalism and finally in Sec. VIII we conclude and indicate the future prospects of this work. In addition, the Appendix of this paper shows the statistics in matrix formalism of EST and the capability of this formalism in calculating the statistical quantities.
II. THEORETICAL OVERVIEW: PRESS-SCHECHTER FORMALISM AND EXCURSION SET THEORY
One of the main topics of interest in nonlinear structure formation is the study of the number density of structures in the Universe. In the linear regime we have the density contrast field as δ(x, t) defined for each point in the Universe. In this regime the density of structures grows linearly with growth function as δ(x, t) = D(t)δ 0 (x), where δ 0 is the linearly extrapolated present time density contrast and D(t) is the linear growth function normalized to unity in present time [14, 15] . Now the idea is that by using the spherical collapse, (top-hat) distribution of the matter [7] which introduces a critical density δ c 1.68 [35] , we are able to find the number of bound structures. The regions with δ(x, t) > δ c collapsed at time t and after virialization they become a dark matter halo which will be capable to host a baryonic structure [15] . Note that the barrier crossing condition can be reexpressed as δ 0 > δ c (t), where δ c (t) = δ c /D(t), which means the density contrast is extrapolated to the present time and the barrier is moved corresponding to the time that we are interested in studying the nonlinear structure. In this context in order to think about the collapsed regions Press and Schechter [8] considered a smoothed field as below
where subindices refer to smoothed density function, W (x + x ; R) is the window function with a specific radius of smoothing R. The shape of the window function is arbitrary, we can use the top-hat filter in real space for example as it is introduced in PS formalism. For each collapsed region, we can assign a mass M = γ fρ R 3 , whereρ is the background density and γ f is the volume coefficient which depends on the choice of the window function (i.e. γ f = 4π/3 for top-hat window function). The important ansatz of the PS formalism is that the probability of the regions which satisfy the condition of δ s > δ c (t) is the same as the fraction of the volume at time t, contain halos with mass greater than M . We should note that this specific mass is related to the smoothing scale R due to choice of the window function. One important point to indicate is that we can assume (eligibly), δ 0 is a Gaussian function, accordingly δ s is Gaussian as well. In this case the probability of finding regions with mass larger than M will be:
The distribution of density contrast in the equation above is related to cosmological linear theory by the variance of fluctuations defined as below:
whereW is the Fourier transform of the window function and P (k) is the present-time z = 0 power spectrum of matter perturbations in linear regime, in which the physics of dark matter and dark energy plays an essential role in its construction. A very important point to indicate is that if we use the matter power spectrum of CDM we find that the variance is a monotonic decreasing function of mass M (or equivalently the corresponding radius R). The PS formalism has its own shortcomings and limitations. The important one is the cloudin-cloud problem. The miscounting of the structures in PS formalism results in a miscalculated factor 2. An alternative approach to the clustering of density contrast is the excursion set theory defined by Bond et al. [9] . This theory with a reasonable way solves the cloud-in-cloud problem. In this picture for each point of the Universe x, there is a function of smoothed density contrast in terms of variance δ s = δ s (S) [16] . As we mentioned the monotonic behavior of S = S(M ) let us set the S equivalent to the smoothing radius R and the mass enclosed in it. Note that in the limit of S → 0 which is equal to M → ∞ the smoothing box is equal to the whole Universe and the density contrast is equal to zero. Increasing S corresponds to decreasing the weighting radius (or mass), in this case we anticipate that the δ s (S) deviates from zero. One crucial point to add to this picture is usage of the sharp k-space filter defined as below:
where k c = 1/R is the size of top-hat filter in k-space and δ k,0 is the Fourier modes of density contrast. The advantage of this specific filter is that the ∆δ s which is the change in the density contrast when we move from k c to k c + ∆k c is a Gaussian random field. In addition this process becomes a Markov one. It means that these processes have a memory of only its previous step [10] . The variance of Gaussian random variable is (∆δ s )
Accordingly the value of δ s at a given position in the Universe is performing a Markovian random walk. We should note that, if we change the filter function the process will not be a Markovian. The Markovian behavior of trajectories with the sharp k-space filter in the EST plane is crucial, as the number density of the structures can be obtained analytically by solving the cloud-in-cloud problem. We should note that the sharp-k space filter is not a realistic window function for mass estimation in simulations and observations. In the case, if we use more realistic window functions, such as real space top-hat or a Gaussian filter functions, the excursion process of δ versus variance deviates from Markovianity.". To address this problem, some extensions of EST such as correlated steps walks are proposed [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . However in this work, we developed the new formalism in the context of the Markovianity, where we can force the non-Markov process to look like a Markov one by discretizing the processes with Markov length. This will be one of the nice features which appeared in matrix formalism.
In the EST, we find the first up-crossing (FU) using the idea of mirroring trajectories as
where F F U (> S * ) shows the probability of the trajectories which will have their first up-crossing in larger variance than the specific S * . The second term in Eq.(6) comes from the mirroring trajectories. For every trajectory that passes the barrier in smaller variances (S < S * ) but in S * are below the barrier in point (S, δ s ) there is a mirroring trajectory that at the specific point it has the value of (S, 2δ c − δ S ). This procedure can be applied in EST formalism, whenever the corresponding walks are Markov. Accordingly, the first up-crossing can be rewritten as below:
There is a notation that is used to show the first up-crossing probability in variance interval of (S, S+dS) which is defined as f F U = −∂F/∂S. The idea discussed above will be used in the next sections for the matrix formalism of EST. The number density of structures in the mass range of M and M +dM can be obtained from the first up-crossing distribution as
whereρ is the background matter density, and n(M, t) is the number density of the structures in the mass range of M and M + dM . In case we use the Gaussian probability function the number density becomes
(9) The main advantage of using the EST formalism is its ability to construct the merger history of the dark matter halos [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . For this task, the essential quantity to calculate is the main progenitors of dark matter halos, which can be obtained via conditional probability in EST. Assume that we have a halo of mass M 2 at time t 2 ; the probability that this halo's main progenitor has a mass M 1 and it is merged in time t 1 can be calculated with conditional first up-crossing probability as
(10)
where S 1 and S 2 are variances related to mass M 1 and M 2 and δ 1 and δ 2 .
A final piece to add to this theoretical overview section is the introduction of the diffusion-type equation. The probability P(S, δ s ) of a trajectory in a specific variance, to be in δ s and δ s + ∆δ s , is obtained from the Fokker-Planck equation below [27] :
where µ ≡ lim ∆S→0 ∆δs|δs ∆S and Σ 2 ≡ lim ∆S→0 (∆δs) 2 |δs ∆S are drift and diffusion parameters respectively. For the sharp k-space filter, we have µ = 0 and Σ 2 = 1. Accordingly the Fokker-Planck equation reduces to [10] ∂P(S, δ s ) ∂S = 1 2
A very important point worth stating it again is that in the case of Markovianity (sharp k-space filter), when ∆S → 0, the variance of changes in density contrast become equal to steps in variance axis (∆δ s ) 2 /∆S → 1. In Table I , we categorize the EST processes, with their essential characteristics. In general the processes can be divided to Markov and non-Markov cases which depends on the filter function which we use to smooth the density contrast. The Matrix formalism of EST which we represent in this work can change the non-Markov processes to Markov ones, by setting the discretization steps equal to the Markov length. The Markov length is defined as a lag in a time series, in which the process looks like Markov. However, we should note that we lose information due to coarse graining. The other characteristics of the EST processes are the initial condition, which can be divided to Gaussian and non-Gaussian cases. Finally the drift of the processes can be an important characteristic. In this work, we assert that by the concept of discretization, we can always force the process to look like a Markovian one. The number density of structures can also be obtained when the drift is zero, with both Gaussian and non-Gaussian initial conditions. The nonzero drift solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation is not the subject of this work.
In the next section we will introduce our new framework of excursion set theory.
III. THE MATRIX FORMALISM OF EST
In this section we first present the matrix formulation of excursion set theory. In the first subsection we come up with the representation of formalism. In the second subsection we discuss the processes of construction of the transition matrix for a random walk with equal probability. In the third subsection we discuss the construction of transition matrix with a Gaussian distribution and finally we wrap up this section by construction of the transition matrix by using the EST trajectories for a Wiener process.
A. EST representation in matrix representation
As we discussed in the first section, the excursion set theory in its essence has a stochastic point of view to the theory of structure formation. For each point of the Universe we can compute the density contrast in a box of size R. The size of the box (window function) has a one-to-one relation with variance S. By changing the size of the window function, we have new variance and density contrast, accordingly we have a trajectory in a two-dimensional space of density contrast δ m [the subscript m indicates that we are dealing with the total matter (CDM + baryonic) density contrast and it is the same smoothed density contrast shown as δ s in the previous section.] and variance S, for each position in the Universe. Hereafter (S, δ m ) will be called the 2D-plane of EST. Considering all different locations in the Universe, we will have many trajectories in the (S, δ m ) plane. The physical quantities of our interest are the probabilities. This means that we are interested to know what fraction of the trajectories in a specific time slice (redshift) passes from a specific (S * , δ * m ) in 2D-plane of EST. With this idea in mind, in order to present the matrix formalism, we assume that the density contrast can be discretized by a large [36] finite number of probability states for each S. Now it makes sense to define the probability of each density contrast in terms of a vector in any desired variance as below:
. . .
where subscript s in the probability ket |P s indicates that the vector is defined for a specific size of a window function corresponding to variance S. Each component of the vector
shows the normalized probability (S, δ i m ) in all trajectories. This interpretation of the probability vector can be written in terms of basis vectors as below:
where the basis vectors |δ i m are defined as below:
1
.
Now it is obvious that the orthonormality condition becomes
Accordingly it is easy to think that by knowing the probability ket, |P s , we can obtain the probability of finding the trajectory in point (S, δ k m ) (k indicates a specific desired density contrast). Due to the fact that the sum of probabilities for a trajectory is equal to unity in a specific variance we have
Following the spirit of the EST, now we want to study the physics of the trajectories. Accordingly the next step will be the implementation of Markovianity as a first simplified assumption in matrix formalism of excursion set theory. This means that the value of a point trajectory in the S − δ m plane depends only to the last step of its excursion. This can be formalized through the T ij coefficients as below
where the sum is considered to be applied over all possible transitions from step S − ∆S to S, where ∆S is the step in the S-axis; after this we can set it to unity for convenience in notation. We should keep in mind that ∆S in this formalism
The trajectories in the two-dimensional plane of EST (S, δm) are plotted, the x-axis is the variance and y-axis is the density contrast. The plane is discretized and trajectories our obliged to be on discrete points. The solid line indicates the critical density contrast δc.
is strictly related to the resolution of the size of the window function, which we can apply in N-body simulations or in LSS surveys. We will discuss it further in the conclusion and the future prospect section.
In Fig. 1 , we plot a schematic figure of the 2D plane of EST. The plane is discretized in density contrast and variance, and each trajectory is related to a point in the Universe. The positions of the trajectory are obtained by setting δ m as a density contrast for a smoothing window function with a size of R correspondingly, the variance(the x-axis of the plane). The horizontal solid line shows a critical density that the first upcrossing of the trajectory indicates the size of the structure. The discrete nature of the 2D plane of EST and the probability states lead us to the idea of the transition matrix. The transition matrix T ij is defined naturally as below:
where the second equality is the conditional probability which relates the points of the (S − 1, δ j m ) and (S, δ i m ). (Note that ∆S = 1 is used interchangeably.) Accordingly using Eqs. (17) and (18) we can find the probability of finding the trajectory in (S, δ i m ) as below
( 19) This means that for knowing the probability ket in each point of the EST plane we should know the transition matrix and the probability in the previous step:
Now by assuming that the Markovianity is working all the way from the biggest box with the variance of S 0 ≡ 0 until the desired point in the 2D plane of EST, and the fact that the transition matrix is independent of variance ( this assumption is equal to the assumption of the homogeneity in time, which means that we are dealing with a stationary stochastic process), we can construct the probability ket in step S just by knowing the transition matrix and initial probability ket |P 0 as below:
We should emphasis here that we set the steps in variance to unity as it mentioned but in general to reach to a specific step of S we need n steps where S = n × ∆S. This is clear and easy but important to note because in upcoming discussions we will use the S and n interchangeably. The independency of the transition matrix from variance is a simplified assumption for structure formation in the language of EST. In general the transition matrix can depend on the value of the variance, accordingly we can obtain the probability ket in the specific variance S with the relation below:
It should be mentioned that we have another assumption in this work, which is homogeneity in density contrast. It means the transition of trajectories just depends on the density contrast changes ∆δ m rather than the value of δ m in steps of transition. So in the context of matrices, we should use Toeplitz matrices or diagonal-constant matrices, in which each descending or ascending diagonal, from down to up has a constant value. The cornerstone of the matrix formalism of EST is the construction of the transition matrix, which encapsulates in it the physics of excursion. Any deviation from the simplified assumption of structure formation, like sharp k-space filter and Markovianity, can be reflected in the construction of this matrix, keeping in mind that working with matrices can simplify the problem in the computational sense.
In the next subsections we discuss the construction of the transition matrix with equal probability, Gaussian probability transitions, and from exact trajectories respectively.
B. Construction of transition matrix for a random walk with equal probability
In this section we want to construct the transition matrix for a simple example of random walk with an equal probability transition. This will be done by using the analogy of the creation and annihilation operators in quantum mechanics. In this framework we define (â A ) ij as the ascending transition matrix similar to creation operator which augments the δ m one state as the variance is changed by one step. In other words, we need an operator to set
Note that superindices are assigned to elements of matrices and vectors in a standard way, that is why the ascending transition matrix decreases the index of a specific element. This can be done by transition matrixâ A as
Now it is straightforward that the ascending parameter will become Kronecker delta,
where superscript k indicates the Kronecker delta. The matrix representation of (â A ) ij will bê
It is straightforward to define the descending transition matrix
where the matrix representation iŝ
Now we can write a desired transition matrix as a linear combination ofâ A andâ D . For the simplest case consider that with half amplitude the trajectory goes upward or downward equally as belowT
Now with the assumption of Markovianity for the trajectories, theT s become a matrix which is constructed by s times of transition. It is applied to the initial probability ket in the exact number of times that we need to arrive at point S as below:
Now by applying the above transition matrix to the initial probability state we will find the final probability ket whose elements are the coefficients of the binomial distribution. In another words, each specific probability state in the 2D plane of EST is accessible by the ascending and descending matrix (operators). The matrix formalism of EST presents the finite transition matrices which can be diagonalized and represented in terms of its eigenvectors and eigenvalues aŝ
Now it is crystal clear that the sth power of a diagonal matrix isT
where the eigenvectors satisfy the orthonormality condition as below
The above construction shows why the matrix formalism of EST is useful to make all the physics of the random walk expressed in the transition matrix. As a final word to this subsection, we present two theorems which help to complement the working mechanism of the formalism.
Theorem one. IfT is an n × n stochastic matrix (in which the rows sum to unity) then λ = 1 is an eigenvalue. To prove the first theorem, we define the adder Delta ∆| [37] as a useful tool for summing up the probability states. According to the definition of theT matrix and the conditional probability we have 
A very interesting point is that the adder Delta ∆| is the eigenvector of the transition matrix with eigenvalue of unity
Theorem two. If λ is a complex eigenvalue of a stochastic matrixT , then |λ| ≤ 1. The second theorem indicates the presence of the maximum eigenvalue for the transition matrix and the fact that all the other eigenvalues are smaller than unity. Since λ i |T = λ i λ i |, for each value of δ α m we have
where we define λ i | δ The transition matrix reconstruction from adding Gaussian transition functions in ∆δm. The figure shows that the steepest descent method adding the peak of transition functions will make the Gaussian PDF of density contrast for a specified variance. (The xaxis is the variance and the y-axis is the density contrast.)
Now the absolute value of |λ i ξ α | can be written as
where the second inequality comes from replacing the |ξ j | with its maximum value. Then we will have
Now if we set ξ α = ξ max we can show that all the eigenvalues are smaller that the unity
This means that by increasing the steps in the variance axis, the effect of the eigenvalues that are smaller from unity become less and less, and the system approaches asymptotically to a stationary probability ket, which is identified with an eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue of unity. In the next subsection, we study the transition matrix for a Gaussian case which is a step closer to the matrix representation of EST.
C. Construction of transition matrix for a Gaussian case
One of the cornerstones of EST is the Gaussian transition matrix. This transition probability must be consistent with the Gaussian profile of density contrast for each specific variance. In this subsection we study this type of transition. The transition matrix due to its definition can be written as below:
where A is the normalization coefficient and σ 2 ∆ is the variance of the Gaussian transition matrix [this variance is the analogue of (∆δ) 2 introduced in Sec. II, as the mean of Gaussian transition is equal to zero]. It is worth mentioning that the transition matrix depends only to σ 2 ∆ which is equal to the ∆S in sharp k-space filter in the limit of ∆S → 0. The density contrast difference is shown symbolically as ∆δ m = u − d. A very crucial property of the transition matrix introduced in Eq. (40) is the symmetry of the coefficients of the ascending and descending transition matrices. This is the analogue to the Langevin equation with a white noise for a random walk motion with zero drift in a 2D-EST plane [27] , which is an essential piece for defining the mirror trajectories in EST. It is an interesting question to ask how the transition matrix profile will look like after n steps in the 2D-EST plane. To answer this question, we should keep in mind that (â A ) ij = δ (i+1),j and (â D ) (i−1),j = δ (i+1),j , accordingly we can write the ascending and descending transition matrices by the basis vectors δ i m aŝ
(41) Accordingly the change due ∆δ m states, for the ascending and descending matrices, will lead us to write the transition matrix asT
The transition matrix with n steps is easy to construct now. As the transition matrix is variance independent, we are capable to obtain the Gaussian |P s from initial probability ket |P 0 , where step S is equal to n times ∆S (S = n∆S)
(43) Now the matrix product ofT n on the initial probability ket |P 0 becomes
Now the very crucial point here is that, we have n density contrast difference ∆δ i m with (i = 1, 2, .., n) and we want to reach to a specified density contrast δ * m at the variance S, ( ∆δ To address this inquiry we will use the steepest descent method. [38] Accordingly in order to maximize the contribution of each term in the summation we have to minimize the numerator of the exponential term by using the method of Lagrange multipliers, As we know if we want to minimize the sum of a series of squared terms, with the condition that the sum of the terms is a constant, we should put them equal to each other. This means that the ∆δ m relates to the step in variance axis
where n is the number of steps that we need to reach to a specific variance S = n∆S. This procedure is schematically shown in Fig. 2 . Now the final task is to put the result from the steepest descent method obtained in Eq.(44) to derive the very familiar result of PS formalism in the new format,
Again as we discussed before in the sharp k-space filter in the limit of ∆S → 0 we have σ 2 ∆ /∆S → 1, accordingly |P s can be written in terms of basis vectors
whereÃ is the normalization constant. A final word that the summation of Gaussian transitions gives rise to a Gaussian PDF for density contrast with the variance of S as expected. Fig. 2 shows how the PDF of density contrast is changed with the variance. For small scales we have larger variance and accordingly we will have a broadened PDF of density contrast. This means that the very familiar result of PS formalism is obtained from the matrix formalism of EST. The finite discretized nature of PDF of density contrast will be a potentially great opportunity to check the EST in numerical simulations to check the validity of the Gaussian transition matrix. In the next subsection we will discuss the construction of the transition matrix from trajectories.
D. Construction of transition matrix from trajectories
A profound way, that we suggest to make the transition matrices from data or synthesized trajectories works as below. By the knowledge of the ensemble of trajectories in the EST 2D plane, in each discretized step (variance S), we can plot the histogram of the transitions in ∆δ m by going to the next step S + δS. The trajectories can be obtained from N-body simulations by choosing an appropriate window function. It is also possible to construct the trajectories from a Langevin equation. In EST as we mentioned, the density contrast variance obeys
where η has a correlation C(S, S ) = η(S)η(S ) . We know that in the standard Markov case C(S, S ) = δ D (S − S ), which is known as the Wiener process as well. So in this case we can generate the trajectories, with a white noise. The transition matrix T ij is a n × n Toeplitz matrix, which means that the value of each diagonal is constant. An important point to indicate here is that the Toeplitz matrices are homogeneous in density contract changes. In other words the probability of having a specific transition ∆δ m is independent of given density contrast. The dimension of the transition matrix is fixed by the number of grids in a specific variance step. To find the distribution of diagonal values of the transition matrix, we should calculate density contrast changes for each trajectory in a variance-step interval. This distribution is equivalent to distribution of ∆δ m , so we should construct the histogram of density contrast changes. This histogram can be used straightforwardly to construct the transition matrix by substituting the values of the ∆δ m histogram into each diagonal of the transition matrix. It should be mentioned that this method of constructing the transition matrices is completely independent of the distribution of probability kets.
In Fig. 3 , the normalized histogram of the transition in ∆δ m for synthesized Wiener trajectories due to Eq.(49) is plotted. The error bars were obtained from the 1σ confidence level from an ensemble of 100 series of 10 3 trajectories. In this plot, we assume the homogeneity of time. In Fig. 4 , we plot the Toeplitz matrix due to definition of the transition matrix. It is obvious that the main transition probability resides on the main diagonal of the transition. In the next section, we introduce the procedure which leads to the definition of first up-crossing. 
IV. FIRST UP-CROSSING AND NUMBER COUNT IN THE MATRIX FORMALISM OF EST
One of the main goals of EST is to find the mass (luminosity) profile of the nonlinear objects [28] . This is done by an assumption that the number density of the structures with a specific mass (size of a window function or equivalently the mass variance) is proportional to the trajectories that pass the barrier of the critical density for the first time in the corresponding variance step. In the matrix formalism of EST this can be done by using the idea of counting the fraction of trajectories over a barrier. However, the crucial point arises when we want to address the traditional cloud-in-cloud problem shown in the PS formalism. As discussed in Sec. II, in order to exclude (count) the substructures that reside in larger structures twice, we use the mirroring trajectory idea. In order to apply the idea of counting the fraction of trajectories that pass the barrier with considering the mirror trajectories, we define a block diagonal matrixM respectively. For this task, we recall Eq. (7), where we showed that the fraction of the first up-crossing trajectories is equal to the sum of the states from minus infinity to the critical density δ c minus the sum of the states from critical density to infinity. Accordingly the matrix M isM
where the cross point of the horizontal and vertical lines (the borders of the different partitions of matrix) is fixed by the position of the critical state δ c , which depends on the redshift. It seems straightforward that by applying the block diagonal matrixM on the probability ket, and using the adder Delta, we can find the fraction of the trajectories that has their first up-crossing in matrix formalism
where F (> S) is the fraction of trajectories that have their first up-crossing in s > S. Obviously the next step must be the settlement of the relation between the fraction of first upcrossed trajectories with number density of structures. For this task the first up-crossing distribution f F U is obtained as
where the redshift dependence comes from the block diagonal matrixM. As the adder Delta ∆ and matrixM are both independent of variance, accordingly the number density of structures in the mass range of M and M + dM is as below:
This shows that in the case of the Gaussian PDF we will find the universality function for the structures [27] . The final piece of the number count is the introduction of the probability transition rate matrix. For this task we should calculate the variance derivative of probability ket
where ∆S is the small step in variance axis (which can be set to unity). On the other hand, we can use the transition matrix to relate the two states |P s+∆s =T |P s ,. In this case the derivative of the probability ket becomes
The equation above shows that ∆ |P s /∆s will be obtained by the probability transition rateR and |P s as a simple relation
where probability transition rate is defined aŝ
It means that by knowing the transition matrixT we can construct the probability transition rate matrix. We should note that the solution suggested for the first up-crossing by the procedure above works for a standard EST which is identified by the Gaussian Markov random process with zero drift. However our formalism can be extended to the non-Gaussian cases which preserve the symmetry of the trajectories around the average. This symmetry will allow us to use the concept of the block diagonal M matrix and adder Delta to obtain the first up-crossing distribution. In what follows we present standard examples of EST in matrix formalism. We devote a complete separate section on the development of theory in the non-Gaussian case. In the two upcoming subsections we investigate the first up-crossing distribution in for a Wiener process and also in dark sky simulation.
A. First up-crossing in a Wiener process
In this subsection, we use the Markov process to show that how the MF-EST works. For this task we generate the trajectories using the Langevin equation. Now we can construct the probability ket by assuming an initial probability which is in a single state of (S, δ) = (0, 0). Then we apply the Gaussian transition matrix on this initial state to obtain the probability ket in the sequence of variance steps. The transition matrix is constructed by the histogram of ∆δ m which is represented in Fig. 3 and discussed in the previous section. In Fig.(5) , from up to down, we plot the normalized probability distribution function (PDF) of density contrast in three sequences of variances of S = 0.1, S = 0.5 and S = 1.0 from a Wiener process. The error bars are 1σ confidence level of the probability obtained from an ensemble of transition matrices introduced in Fig. 3 . As we discussed, by increasing the steps in the xaxis of the 2D plane of EST, the variance of density contrast PDF is increased as well. Now by using the probability ket in any desired variance and the definition of transition rate matrix in Eq.(57), we can obtain the probability of first crossing. Note that hereafter we set ∆ = S0.01 and discretization is done by resolution of S/∆S, which we keep the same hereafter.
In Fig. 6 , we plot the the first up-crossing of the Wiener process νf (ν) redefined in terms of height parameter ν = δ 2 c /S versus ν in the logarithmic scale. The red solid line is the mean value of the νf (ν) and the orange shaded region corresponds to 1σ statistical error induced from transition matrix reconstruction. The black long dashed line is the prediction of the extended Press-Schechter formalism for first up-crossing amplitude. In the next subsection we will investigate the evolution of the transition matrices and first up-crossing amplitude in dark sky simulation.
B. Dark sky simulation and matrix formalism of EST
In this subsection, we use the procedure explained beforehand to obtain the transition matrix using the Dark-Sky simulation. dark sky simulation is an N-body cosmological dark matter particle simulation to investigate the evolution of the structures in the Universe [29] .
In this study, we perform our analysis using The dark sky simulations data. The simulation is performed with different sizes and resolutions, all of which utilize the exact same ΛCDM cosmology with (Ω m , Ω b , Ω Λ , h, σ 8 ) = (0.295, 0.0468, 0.705, 0.688, 0.835), and have box lengths from 100h −1 Mpc to 8h −1 Gpc respectively with 2048 3 particles. To make the trajectories of EST, we used a 90Mpc box size of the simulation, then we used a snapshot of this simulation at z = 49 and made 10,000 trajectories from different positions of comoving cosmological volume.
In Fig.7 , we plot the histogram of the transition matrix by the idea that the transition matrix is obtained by the histogram of ∆δ m . In Fig. 8 we plot the PDF of the density contrast in a sequence of variances. From up to down the variance is increased, which corresponds to smaller smoothing window functions. A very important point to note is that the trajectories are obtained by using the top-hat window function in real space. This means that the walks are correlated, where the standard solution of extended Press-Schechter will not work. However, in the MF-EST we can find the first up-crossing distribution, by reconstruction of the transition matrix or just by using Eq.(52), where we have to construct the probability ket in each variance step. A very crucial point to indicate is that the probability ket is equal to n = S/∆S times the product of the transition matrix on the initial condition, however the transition matrix must be constructed by the histogram of ∆δ m where the steps of discretization ∆S d ∼ 0.17 are larger than ∆S = 0.01 which we use, in the definition of n. The ∆S d as the new discretization length which is just defined for transition matrix construction is very similar to the Markov length (a length that makes the process looks like a Wiener one). In our case, this length is obtained by demanding that the probability ket from transition matrix construction must be the same as it is obtained from trajectories. In Fig. 9 , we plot the first up-crossing distribution in terms of height parameter νf (ν) versus log(δ 2 c /S) for the dark sky simulation where the error bars are extracted from the ensemble of trajectories we make from simulation using the top-hat filter. Our result is very similar to the results obtained by Musso and Sheth [19] for power law power spectrum by the method of back substitution.
V. FIRST UP-CROSSING DISTRIBUTION OF SYMMETRIC NON-GAUSSIAN FIELD IN MATRIX FORMALISM
In this section, we extend the idea of matrix formalism for extraction of the first up-crossing distribution from a given trajectory ensemble, with a non-Gaussian distribution. However, we restrict ourselves to the symmetric non-Gaussian case. This is because the concept of mirror symmetry works in this type of models. In other words the processes that can be mapped to walks with zero drift can use the concept of mirror trajectory to solve the cloud-in-cloud problem. As a specific example we study the g N L -type non-Gaussianity, which introduces a kurtosis. This type of non-Gaussianity is written in the form below
where δ g is the Gaussian density contrast and g N L is a constant. We synthesize an ensemble of trajectories which has a g N L type non-Gaussianity from a Wiener process, whose density contrast is mapped to a non-Gaussian one via Eq.(58). Then we use the method of transition matrix construction by plotting the histogram of ∆δ m . In Fig. 10 , the normalized histogram of the transition in ∆δ m for synthesized non-Gaussian density contrast with g N L = +1 as a specific example is plotted. The error bars were obtained from the 1σ confidence level from an ensemble of 100 series of 10 3 trajectories. Accordingly by the knowledge of transition matrix, the probability ket can be constructed for the non-Gaussian case. In Fig. 11 , we plot the probability ket, which is constructed from the transition matrix and initial probability ket.
Finally in Fig.12 , the first up-crossing distribution restated in terms of height parameter is plotted versus δ 2 c /S for a nonGaussian distribution of initial conditions with g N L = 0.1 and g N L = 0.5. The error bars are 1σ confidence level of the probability obtained from an ensemble of transition matrices introduced in the histogram of ∆δ m . This section shows how the MF-EST can address the first up-crossing question with initial non-Gaussian conditions. The extension of MF-EST for nonzero drifts can be an interesting extension to this work. In the next section, we study the continuous limit of MF-EST as a consistency check which also introduces new concepts to study the nonlinear structure formation.
VI. CONTINUOUS LIMIT OF MATRIX FORMALISM OF EST
In this section we consider the procedure to bring the matrix formalism of EST into a continuous limit manifestation. In the previous section, it was shown that the physics of the first upcrossing (number count of structures) is related to the variance derivative of the probability states and it was constructed by the probability transition rate matrix in discrete the 2D-EST plane. In the first subsection we derive the probability transition rate matrix in the continuous limit of matrix formalism in 2D-EST plane where the steps (variances) become continuous and the states (density contrasts) remain discrete. In the A. Probability transition rate in continuous limit of matrix formalism EST
In this subsection we want to find the probability transition rate in the continuous limit in variance. First of all we start with the definition of the variance derivative of probability ket
where ∆S is the infinitesimal parameter in the variance axis. Using the definition of the probability ket in Eq. (14) and by adaption of more convenient notation P s (δ i m ) ≡ P(S, δ m ) we will proceed. The very crucial point is that the probability in step S + ∆S can be written as a conditional one, in terms of the probability in the previous step (Markovian condition) as below:
where the sum is over the density contrast value on the step S; substituting this in Eq.(59) with the new notation, we will find
where δ k δm,δ m is the Kronecker delta. Since we want to take the limit ∆S → 0, we can expand the conditional probability P(S + ∆S, δ m |S, δ m ) ≡ P(δ m |δ m ; ∆S) in Taylor series and keep only the lowest term,
We should note that the conditional probability is a function of ∆S and not the variance. Now we analyze the two terms appearing in the rhs of Eq. (62). The first term in the limit of ∆S → 0 is as below:
For the second term appearing in the rhs of Eq. (62) we can define the continuous limit of probability transition rate R(δ m , δ m ; ∆S) as
We substitute these two terms into the Taylor series in Eq. (62); now Eq.(59) can be written in terms of R(δ m , δ m ; ∆S) as
The above equation is the continuous limit of matrix formalism of EST. Due to the definitions we introduced in the previous section in the matrix formalism of EST framework P(S, δ m ) = δ m | P s , P(δ m , S) = δ m | P s and R(δ m , δ m ; ∆S) = δ m R δ m , then Eq.(59) will become
and finally this can be written in a more familiar way:
The continuous limit of the matrix formalism shows how consistent this formalism is with the standard case. In the next subsection we will derive the Fokker-Planck equation in the continuous limit. (69) where we indicate that the conditional probability in the equation above does not depend on the variance. Now we can expand P(S, δ m − ∆δ m ) in terms of small ∆δ m up to second order as
By rearranging the terms in Eq. 
It is interesting to note that second and third terms in the rhs represent the first and second moments of ∆δ m , where by the knowledge that the mean and the variance is ∆δ m = 0 and
∆ , we will have P(δ m , S + ∆S) = P(δ m , S) + 1 2
Accordingly the variance derivative of probability ket becomes
The very interesting point to indicate here that in the limit of ∆S → 0, the variance of transitions in density contrast becomes σ 2 ∆ = ∆S. This is true, as mentioned before, when we have the sharp k-space filter (Markovian process). Accordingly we rediscover the FP equation as below:
In this section, we use the continuous limit of the matrix formalism of excursion set theory to show two important ingredients of the formalism. First is the derivation of the probability transition rate matrix and the second is the FP equation. In the next section we conclude and will list the future prospects of this formalism.
VII. MOST MASSIVE PROGENITORS
One of the main questions in galaxy formation and evolution is the connection of the properties of the luminous matter with their dark matter host halos during its evolution. In this arena, the standard hierarchical structure formation indicates that the dark matter host halos are built up from small structures due to merger and mass accretion.
In this direction, the merger history of the dark matter halos plays a crucial role in building the history of dark matter assembly. EST in its own has a proposal to address the merger history of dark matter halos. For this question the main quantity that plays an important role is the probability of finding the most massive progenitors of a host dark matter halo. The most massive progenitor has the main mass contribution to building a dark matter halo. More precisely we can ask that if we observe a galaxy or a cluster of galaxies hosted by halo of mass M 2 in redshift z 2 , what will be the probability of having a most massive progenitor of dark matter halo of mass M 1 in redshift z 1 . To address this question we know from the formalism of EST that the redshift is implemented in the critical density barrier. In what follows we will reformulate the probability of massive progenitors in the language of MF of EST. Due to formalism we developed in previous sections, we can write f (S 1 , δ 1 |S 2 , δ 2 ) as below: probability ket P s1|s2 is a conditional quantity that indicates the probability distribution of density contrast in S 1 where it has to pass the point (S 2 , δ 2 ) in 2D plane of EST. Now, we would like to calculate S 1 (δ1) | (s2,δ2) which means the average of the variance S 1 with the conditional probability described above.
(75) So we will have
where mean and variance of the conditional probability are
The quantity which is calculated in Eq.(76) can be interpreted as the average of most massive progenitor mass in specific redshift z 1 ≡ δ 1 ; this can be illuminated by Fig. 13 . This figure shows the trajectory of a dark matter halo with mass M 2 in the present time. The crossing of the redshift-dependent critical density barrier with the trajectory shows the specific redshift of interest (right vertical axes) and the corresponding substructure masses. We should also note, that the x-axes is identical to the mass of dark matter halos (in inverse direction to the variance axes) and their substructures.
is the average over all realizations of merger histories with the condition that a subhalo of mass M 1 in redshift z 1 is a progenitor of a dark matter halo with mass M 2 in the present time. This section shows how naturally MF-EST is capable of finding the average function of most massive progenitor masses versus redshift. In the next section, we conclude and we will discuss some prospects of MF-EST.
VIII. FUTURE PROSPECTS AND CONCLUSION
The excursion set theory is a formalism to study nonlinear structure formation. Its main goal is to answer the questions about the distribution of first up-crossings and eventually the distribution of structures in the Universe. In this work we introduce a matrix formalism of EST. The first step is the discretization of the 2D plane of EST, where the trajectories become a discrete jumps in the variance-matter density contrast plane. In this formalism we encapsulate the characteristics of the EST theory like the Gaussianity of the steps and the properties of the mirroring trajectories in 2D plane of EST via the transition matrix. In the simplest case of the Markovianity condition we show that all we need to know to construct the probability ket in a specific size window function (sharp k-space filter) is the initial probability ket and the transition matrix. We showed that a series of n = S/∆S Gaussian transitions, will lead to a Gaussian profile for density contrast with a variance S. This result is identical to the PS formalism assumption for density contrast. We also discuss the statistics in EST, where we propose a procedure to find the cross correlation of any desired quantities in 2D plane of EST. We also discuss the number count in the discretized version of EST. For this we define the block matrixM. The matrix product ofM with the probability ket selects the desired portion of trajectories which is necessary for barrier crossing and also excluding the cloudin-cloud problem. Accordingly by knowing the transition matrix and initial probability ket, we assert that by choosing the sharp k-space filter we can find the number density of structures. This is one of the practical results of the matrix formalism of EST, which can be applied to real/simulated data. To show this use the dark sky N-body simulation to extract the first up-crossing distribution which is constructed by the transition matrix. We argue that in N-body simulation we use the top-hat filter to construct the walks. In this case the correlation of steps and non-Markovianity emerges. Then we show that the discretization helps us to make the process look like a Wiener one, where the probability kets can be obtained by the transition matrix or directly from trajectories. The distribution of the first up-crossing with top-hat filter is obtained accordingly. As another specific example we discuss the distribution of first up-crossing with g N L -type non-Gaussianity which can be considered as a zero drift process. In this direction we discuss and show how MF-EST is capable to find the average of the most massive progenitor masses in a fixed redshift. Finally, in this work the continuous limit of the EST in the probability ket is discussed and we consistently show that the matrix formalism EST goes to its original version as the Fokker-Planck equation is recovered. As a future prospect, this work can be extended to incorporate the concept of voids and two barrier crossing [30, 31] , moving barriers [18] , primordial non-Gaussianity with nonzero drift [32, 33] and the halo bias [34] . As an another direction the transition matrix, probability transition rate matrix and the number count procedure can be applied to the dark matter Nbody simulations to reconstruct the merger history. Eventually we want to indicate that the matrix formalism of EST will open up a new horizon for nonlinear structure formation and introduce matrices in this type of studies which are computationally more desirable. density contrast we use the adder Delta . . .
It is obvious that we can write δ 
The first line of Eq.(A3) is by definition of the probability ket. The second equality comes up from the definition of the expectation value of F. Then we used the definition of the adder Delta and by the assumption of the Markovianity, we write the probability in the specific step S in terms of transition matrix applied to probability ket. Finally, now we can defineF s as below to write the expectation value in a sophisticated way. This is possible because of the relation between the transition matrix and the adder Delta ∆|,
whereF s =T −sF sT s . This is, schematically, very similar to the case of the Heisenberg picture of operators in quantum mechanics. Now that we found a general expression for the expectation value, the next important step in statistics is the cross correlation functions of density contrast tracers. Below we will compute the correlation of two different functions like F s and G s at two different sizes S, S , where we set S > S : 
then the cross correlation of two functions F s (δ m ) and G s (δ m ) will become 
where we relate the probability ket to the transition matrix and initial probability ket. Similar to the previous section we defineF s andĜ s as beloŵ
which means that the cross correlation of two quantities in EST can be obtained by the initial probability ket, adder Delta ∆| and the operatorsF s andĜ s as below
Equation(A9) is the important equation which can be used to calculate each correlation function practically in N-body simulations.
